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Next Meeting: The next meeting will be held on Monday, July 9, 2007 at
the Faith Fellowship Church. Note: This will be the last meeting at the Faith
Fellowship Church. We will discuss possible new meeting locations at the
July Meeting.
July Demonstration:
Monday, July 9 -- Charlie Shrum, a SCWT member, is welcomed back to
do another demonstration for us. Charlie will show us how to make a threelegged container. He will have several done in different stages in order to
eliminate our having to watch a lot of repetitive turning. Being the good
instructor he is, Charlie will surely teach us some new tricks.
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JULY DEMONSTRATOR IS CHARLIE SHRUM
Charlie Shrum will be the demonstrator at our monthly meeting on July
9, 2007, 7:00 p.m., at our regular location, Faith Fellowship Church.
Charlie will show us how to make a three-legged container. He will have
several done in different stages in order to eliminate our having to
watch a lot of repetitive turning.
Being the good instructor he is, Charlie will surely teach us some new
tricks.
* * * * * * * * * *

DVD Dock for July
We will have one, and maybe two, new DVD’s for rent next month.
The first is a new release, “Making a Peppermill” by Ted Sokolowshi.
While I haven’t been able to watch it yet, the emphasis is on general
design principles rather than the turning itself. The design aspects
presented are supposedly applicable to most all turning projects. He
just happens to use a peppermill as an example of those design
considerations. It’s DVD #155.
The possible second will be another in the Tim Yoder series. We seem
to have just about all of his shows for viewing, so the past few have
been less frequent in offering. It’ll be DVD #150.
And don’t forget that your support in purchasing the sanding sheets,
faceplates, and other stuff is what supports the DVD library. Plus you
get the items at a lower price than you can usually find elsewhere.
Hope to see everyone on the 9th.
Tom Weber
* * * * * * * * * * * *
NOTICE: This will be our last meeting held at the Faith Fellowship
Church. At this meeting, the options for a new meeting place will be
discussed.
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The Chapter’s Purposes,

President: Read

In addition to supporting the
general purposes of the
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
of WOODTURNERS, Inc.
are to:
1. Provide a meeting place for
local woodturners;
2. Share ideas and techniques
regarding this craft;
3. Trade woods;
4. Exchange ideas about tools;
and
5. Exhibit finished projects.

772-562-9031 (days)

Johnson

Vice Pres: Chuck

Billings

321-783-7049
Secretary: Julian

Pharis

321-723-2367
Treasurer: Harvey

Driver

321-757-8579
News Editor: Vacant
E-mail: sc_woodturners@bellsouth.net
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